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Military & Defence

Diver Detection Sonar & Security Nets
Ground based Radar Solutions
Helicopters & Fast Interception Craft
Covert Tracking and Interception
Thermal & Night Vision Devices
Mine Detection & Blast Protection
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
Explosive & Bomb Disposal Equipment
Armoured Vehicles
Military Combat Shooting & Tactical Training
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Perimeter & Border Detection

Security

Pipeline Security & Leak Detection Systems
Metal & Weapon Detection
Explosive & Narcotics Detection
Under Vehicle Surveillance Systems
Access Control & Biometrics
Covert & Overt Surveillance
Bomb & RCIED Jamming Equipment
Bodyguard / Executive Protection
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Anti Blast and Safety Film
Panic Rooms & Safe Rooms

Safety

Nurse Call Systems
Lone Worker Monitoring & Tracking
Baggage X-Ray Systems
Personal Protective Equipment
Medical Alert Systems
Flood Detection
People & Asset Tracking
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Airports
Banks
Borders
Commercial Premises
Corporate Headquarters
Embassies
Government Establishments
Industrial Complexes
Military Establishments
Office Blocks
Power Generation Plants
Seaports
Shopping Complexes
Utilities
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Consulting Services
Titlas Guard Ltd Consulting Services can provide a wide range of services from risk analysis using new techniques
through security consultancy and design, to security project management as shown below:
Quantitative threat assessment
Training Combat Shooting and Tactical drills for the Military and Law Enforcement
Bodyguard / Executive Protection for HIGH RISKS ZONES
Security design and project management
Special security consultancy for oil and gas, power, water and aviation facilities
Anti-terrorist planning and explosive protection
Communications security
Counter eavesdropping inspections and encryption
VIP and close escort protection and defensive driver training
All forms of security training, project security .Our Consulting Services has an ability to provide both independent
consultancy and if necessary, turnkey management of the installation of the security systems, which is a major
requirement for the Middle East and Far East markets.

CIVILIAN - LAW ENFORCEMENT - MILITARY - SECURITY - CORPORATE - FEDERAL
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Armoured Vehicles
Titlas Guard Ltd Tactical armoured vehicles for
military and law enforcement organizations such as
SWAT trucks and Armoured Personnel Carriers
(APCs) Armoured Luxury Sedans
•
The Guardian (Based on Ford F550 Chassis)
•
The Sentinel (Based on Ford F550 Chassis)
•
Jaws (Based on Toyota Land cruiser Chassis)
There are many configurations with regards to the
Seating Types (Traditional, or Blast Certified) and Seat
Positioning (Facing inwards, outwards or front facing)
and many options for the Gun ports locations.
These vehicles can also be equipped with a simple
escape hatch, or a 360 degree retractable turret or a light
gunner turret or a fully enclosed Electronic Turret.
The level of Protection Options also varies – from B4,
B5, B6 and B7. (Please note that we offer a True 3-Shot
B7 Level of Protection for each vehicle)
Armoured Luxury Sedans
Armoured BMW 7
The Armoured BMW 7 series sedan builds on a high
performance luxury platform by providing the occupants
with complete ballistic and explosive protection while
maintaining as much of the original features of the
vehicle as possible.
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COUNTER -TERRORISM & CRIME TRAINING COURSES
Titlas Guard Ltd Counter Terrorism Training School's mission is to provide the most extensive and realistic
training possible. We realize that there may be only one chance to 'get it right' and come home safely. Our
motto is 'hard in training, easy in combat'.
Mobile Training: Titlas Guard Ltd regularly schedules courses for groups all over the US and the world. Your
group can travel either to our location or we can travel to yours.
Course Tailoring: We can also combine multiple or modify courses based on specific need. We can tailor make a
course just for your group based on your requirements for military, law enforcement, other security or civilian.

OPEN COURSES

RESTRICTED COURSES

TACTICAL SHOOTING COURSE

S.W.A.T. HOSTAGE RESCUE COURSE

TACTICAL DRIVING COURSE OFFENSIVE & DEFENSIVE DRIVING

UNDERCOVER AGENT SUVIVAL COURSE

FORCE ON FORCE TACTICAL SHOOTING SURVIVAL

POLICE OFFICER TACTICAL SURVIVAL COURSE

ADVANCED URBAN WARFARE & CLOSE QUARTER BATTLE

COUNTER GUERRILLA WARFARE & FORCE PROTECTION TRAINING

COUNTER SKYJACKING COURSE

COUNTER SUICIDE BOMBING & CAR BOMB COURSE

COUNTER KIDNAPPING COURSE

COUNTER-INSURGENCY OPERATIONS & FORCE PROTECTION

MANAGING CORPORATE SECURITY RISK IN HIGH RISK AREAS

COMBATIVE SURVEILLANCE & COUNTER SURVEILLANCE
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MILITARY FEDERAL COURSES
PSD Bodyguard Course Summary: This is the full-length 12 day course, encompassing a much
more in-depth studies and practical exercises as opposed to our shortened versions. This 5-15,
(Basic, Advanced, Professional) day course is designed to bring the trainees to a very high skill
level in order to provide security and confidence to the person that they guard as well as
themselves. Lately, due to television and the movie industry, a large quantity of old techniques and
information about body guarding procedures are being shown as modern, however they are not
effective. Our courses offer updated knowledge and skills based on Israeli methods on how to do
the job
Anti-Terrorism Course Summary: While working overseas, especially in the Middle East, Bosnia,
Africa and Latin America, it is not always wise to solely rely on outsourced security for safety and
protection against terrorism. We have designed this course for contractors who want to put their
safety in their own hands. This course is fast paced with long hours, up to 10-12 hour days.
Tactical Shooting Course Summary: The Israeli shooting technique was developed as a direct
result of terrorism and crime. It is a method of shooting that has been used successfully by the
Israeli Special Forces and Israeli law enforcement agencies for many years. We also combine
American and European styles, which in combination insure shooter high performance in real life
threat situations. The style of shooting will be determined during negotiations and according to a
certain or specific demands. Glock 17 and AR-15.
Combative Surveillance & Counter Surveillance Course Summary: this course is designed for
individuals and organizations involved with conducting surveillance. Military personnel, private
investigators, and civilian security contractors will learn the israeli method of surveillance and
counter surveillance. This course is 75% hands on accompanied by lectures that focus on the israeli
techniques used in conducting a moving or stationary surveillance. Many of the techniques
instructed in this course are used by elite israeli special forces conducting clandestine operations
into hostile enemy territories
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Tactical Driving Course Summary These courses teach you the Professional driving skills used
by Secret Service, Special Forces, Police and Bodyguards. This course is hands-on and designed
to educate, coach, and evaluate the driver in Israeli Tactical Driving techniques. Our goal is to bring
each student to a highly proficient skill level in vehicle control and specializes in driving in high-risk
areas of the world. The single days course introduces you to performing dynamic J-turns, L-turns,
U-turns, and slalom. The two day course steps it up, introducing participants to vehicle dynamics,
manoeuvrability, coordinating motorcade operations, ramming, protecting against attacks on a
motorcade and vehicle deployment.
Close Quarters Battle Course Summary How many more soldiers must continue to die as the first
and second members of an entry team by getting shot or activating a booby trap or IED? Currently,
most CQB and urban warfare training is done by companies that teach the same unsafe method of
entry. During training, military and Special Forces trainees thank us for finally being able to learn
something new and effective and not the same method that could teach just as easily teach
themselves. To date, we have trained several military Special Forces groups currently working in
Iraq, Afghanistan, Africa and other parts of the world. These groups have fully adopted the Israeli
CQB and Urban Warfare methodology that we have instructed them.
Counter Kidnapping, Anti Kidnapping Carjacking & Abduction Course Summary This course
will teach you how to survive a kidnapping, carjacking, hijacking and other abduction attempts. This
is the only training course in the world that can help prepare you to survive a kidnapping or
abduction situation. In this course, the trainees will be exposed to sophisticated kidnapping
techniques that are being used by criminal and terrorist organizations all over the world. Who needs
this course? Soldiers in high-risk zones, police officers, government special agents, populations that
live in high-risk zones, journalists, wealthy or famous people, entertainers, business people,
humanitarian workers, travellers, pilots and flight crew, ship crew, professional drivers, civilians and
others.
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Tactical Shooting Course Summary The Israeli shooting technique was developed as a direct
result of terrorism and crime. It is a method of shooting that has been used successfully by the
Israeli Special Forces and Israeli law enforcement agencies for many years. We also combine
American and European styles, which in combination insure shooter high performance in real life
threat situations. The style of shooting will be determined during negotiations and according to a
certain or specific demands.
Counter Skyjacking Course One of the most attractive and popular methods of terrorism is
skyjacking which is used to extort people and governments worldwide. In spite of efforts made by
airlines to increase security, terrorism in the sky continues to grow. The main concept of this course
is to train pilots and other aircrew to deal with this unfortunate reality. The trainees will learn unique
skills on how to deal with possible terrorist activity inside the plane both psychologically and
physically. In addition, they will learn how to transfer information to intervention teams without the
knowledge of the terrorists. This course is offered only to large commercial corporations in the U.S.
or U.S.-friendly countries.
Unfortunately, terrorists will use brutal force and psychological pressure on the air crew by harming
or using torture on the flight attendants, passengers, navigators or the pilots.
The training will be held in a classroom setting as well as aboard a plane. Each aircrew member,
both male and female, will quickly learn and understand that he or she can fight successfully for
their own lives and the lives of the passengers under extreme situations. We make sure that the
aircrew fully understands how to adjust the level of response to the type of skyjacking. Also, our
school offers special training for airplane JR's (Air Marshalls) and services.
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ISRAELI S.W.A.T. Hostage Rescue
(on Airliners, Planes, Trains, Buses and Buildings) In this course the SWAT member/police officer
will learn how to increase his survivability in extremely difficult and dangerous situations. In
addition, this course will teach the Israeli Method of SWAT Team Operation which includes the skills
necessary to increase the effectiveness of saving hostages in various situations.

Force on Force Tactical Shooting Survival Regardless if you are a civilian, police officer or
military personnel, if you carry a weapon for protection and you want to know how to survive a
gunfight, then this course is definitely for you. It is probably the most important course that you can
ever take if you want to survive a gunfight. This is not just a matter of luck. Many people don't know
the premise of a gunfight and how to function and survive during this type of an attack. You need to
know how to function correctly under emotional, physical and mental pressure. This is our secret
formula in which all of our students that have engaged in gunfights have survived and are alive
today. Course duration 2 Days
Undercover Agent Survival Course This course designed specifically and ONLY for undercover
police officers, FBI, DEA, ATF, CIA, military and other government agents.
When things go wrong, and your back up team is minutes behind, it is imperative that you know the
correct skills to save your life in the worst case scenario. Remember that even one minute is
enough time for you to be kidnapped, severely injured or even killed. This Undercover Agent
Survival Course is delivered by the men who have been there – former elite Israeli Special Forces
agents that have worked on hundreds of undercover operations against terrorist groups. This is the
only course like it in the world.
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ANTI-TERRORISM & COUNTER TERRORISM SOLUTIONS
Bomb Jammer Equipment Titlas Guard Ltd can provided a range of sophisticated fixed and
mobile RF jamming equipment for force and convoy protection . The systems offer wide band
jamming and high signal power on each channel in order to defeat remotely operated IEDs etc.
The Bomb Jammer is a defence technology used to counter RCIED thetas. It comes in several
configurations. The Covert Bomb Jamming System is our trunk mountable IED Jammer. Its low
profile antenna setup make it an ideal vehicle jammer to defeat IED threats.
The Bomb Jammer can focus on specific threats as a Programmable Jammer. With a dual use as a
Communications Jammer, the system can also disrupt unauthorized communications.
The Radio Jammer applications make the Bomb Jammer line of electronic countermeasures the
most sought after by defence procurement looking to acquire communication window features.
These radio jamming factors make the Bomb Jammer appealing to those handle counter IED
Jammers and those who employ bomb detection with their security operations.
Covert Bomb Jamming System A covert bomb jamming system such as the IED jammer model
VIP 300T is a unique IED jamming system. It combines the vehicle Jammer and covert Jammer
features for maximum protection combating ied threats.
Radio Jammer Radio Jammer countermeasures use radio jamming to thwart road side bomb, car
bomb, suicide bomb vest, and suicide belt threats while communication jamming and
communication window features aid bomb squad and bomb detection teams
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Roof Mounted Bomb Jammers The Roof Mounted Bomb Jammer series were the original IED
Jammers. Our preliminary task was to design and utilize a radio jammer that would work for
armoured vehicle users, VIP users, and those traveling in convoys within hostile territories.
The result was both an armoured vehicle jamming system and a convoy security solution that
implemented the right power disbursement without affecting operations of additional IED Jammers
during transit. The Roof Mounted Bomb Jammer became standard to defeat RCIEDs without
knowing their location or what made up their radio triggering devices.
Convoy Jamming Solution Convoy Jamming Solution is designed to defend groups of vehicles
against remote controlled weapons using IED Jammers. The components include a configuration of
Bomb Jammer ™ broadcasting modules or IED Jammers that emit radio interference from various
vehicles within the convoy .These IED Jammers interfere with radio triggers used to activate remote
controlled explosive weapons. Instead of one on one ambush tactics against people traveling in
numbers, RCIEDs have become the weapon of choice to maximize damage, instill fear, and
terrorize the victims (if they survive). One of the safest ways to counter RCIED threats while
traveling in a convoy is to set up a perimeter of IED Jammers among that convoy.
Armoured Vehicle Jamming System The armoured vehicle used for convoy security is enhanced
with an ied jammer that uses an RF jamming system to defend against attack by remote controlled
ied weapons.
The RF Jamming VIP 300 is an armoured Vehicle that defends the occupants from Explosive
Bombs and Gun Fire.
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Cellular Intercept By using Communication Control Cellular Intercept Systems, Law Enforcement
Agencies can monitor and track criminal and terrorist elements. Enemies of the state and suspects
can dealt with, before they strike. How? By listening to them. By monitoring their activities. By
keeping record logs of their conversations.
Our communication control technologies can be outfitted for government agencies looking to
acquire a cellular intercept solution for the region they seek to monitor. A GSM Cellular Interceptor,
for example, is able to provide a good deal of information, whether it is voice or data evidence that
needs to be collected. Our cell catcher can be configured to include an IMSI catcher, IMEI catcher,
TMSI catcher, with or without a 911 pass through solution. These are just some of the
communication control aspects we can offer to Government Agencies and their authorized
representatives

Cellular Intercept CDMA The CDMA will intercept, record, and play back cell phone conversations
in a CDMA mobile phone network. It is used by law enforcement and government agencies to
monitor and store cdma cellular phone conversations of suspected criminals, militants, terrorists,
and those committing espionage.
The CDMA will also capture SMS (short message service) data. It is a passive system -- no signal
is transmitted from the system and the cell phone network receives no electromagnetic interference.
The system operates by automatically detecting the strongest signal in a CDMA service area. The
system intercepts control channels and both sides of a conversation through traffic channels.
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Cellular Intelligence Catcher The Cellular Intelligence Centre is designed for Law Enforcement and
Intelligence agencies. In addition to its exclusive "White Listing" of approved cellular users and "Black
Listing" of denied users, the Cellular Intelligence Centre also provides the following capabilities:
A "red list" category for investigative purposes
•
IMSI data extractor
•
TMSI "mirror"
•
Cellular handset number extraction feature
•
Telephone number dialled extraction feature
•
PC database of numbers collected with time/date stamp
•
Call re-direct feature
•
911 emergency "pass-through" feature
The Cellular Intelligence Centre is available to Law Enforcement and their respective vendors only.
This system does not intercept audio.
Note: Available with either a directional or omni-directional antenna array and power amplifier.

Cellular Intercept TDMA / AMPS The cellular intercept system works as a passive system,
intercepting information directly from the air, recording phone call data, as well as conversations for
later retrieval. It is used by law enforcement and government agencies to monitor and store cellular
phone conversations of suspected criminals, militants, terrorists, and those committing espionage.
The system scans all channels and allows the operator to automatically or selectively collect
information attained from the targeting of a particular mobile station, either from the phone numbers or
by the numbers dialled from the mobile station. The system can be expanded from 2 to 27 channels
and is available in two models, stationary or mobile.
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State of the art Communication Intelligence Solutions for Defence and Law Enforcement agencies

Communication Intelligence/ Surveillance

Communication Security (COMSEC)

Electronic Warfare/ Jamming Systems

Signal Analysis/ Intelligence

Reconnaissance

Tactical Surveillance Countermeasure

Training

Imaging
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State of the art Communication Intelligence Solutions for Defence and Law Enforcement agencies

Communication Intelligence/ Surveillance
Semi Active GSM Monitoring System
GSM networks are most popular and widespread
wireless communication media across the world
CDMA Monitoring System
CDMA Monitoring system is a passive CDMA Interception
System, which is designed to monitor and log
Fixed Thuraya Monitoring System
Fixed Thuraya Monitoring System is designed &
developed, as a Passive Static Thuraya Interception
System which log the location of MES operating within
user-selected spot beams
Wi-Fi Monitoring System
Wi-Fi Monitoring System, designed for the law enforcement
and security officers to collect wifi packe
Turnkey VSAT Communication Interception System
Turnkey VSAT Communication Interception System is a
VSAT Monitoring system designed for real time collection
and traffic analysis of VSAT
Satellite Monitoring System
Satellite Monitoring System is an automated platform for
the Intelligence agencies to conduct passive collection of
satellite transported information and achieve plain Voice/
fax and data information

Passive GSM Monitoring System
The Passive GSM Interception System is a multi-channel
tunable GSM Monitoring system. Each receiver is
independently tunable to any BTS of the GSM Network.
Portable Thuraya Monitoring System
Portable Thuraya Monitoring System is a portable
Thuraya Interception System designed to monitor Voice,
Fax and data communication.
Voice and Fax Logger
Voice and Fax Logger is a PC based multichannel
system designed to monitor and log voice and fax calls
from analog PSTN lines, EAPBX & VHF/UHF radios.
Portable Microwave Communication Collection
and Processing System
Portable Microwave Communication Collection and
Processing System is designed and Integrated for the
purpose.
SPY PHONE
The spy phone-call interceptor is the ultimate in
surveillance technology and allows you to listen into on
going conversations on the target phone
Iridium Monitoring System
The IRIDIUM system is a satellite-based, wireless
personal communications network designed to permit
any type of telephone transmission.
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Communication Security (COMSEC)
Secure GSM Phone
Secure GSM Phone has been designed to provide endto-end secure communication across the GSM network .
It is software application which can work with any mobile
having Symbian 60.2 and 60.3 operating system. Secure
GSM Phone uses AES 256 bit symmetric data protection
algorithm encryption algorithm, which is currently the
highest security standard world wide .Secure GSM
Phone provides complete end to end protection, from
phone to phone, for both audio and text messages.
crypto GSM secure Phone is designed for easy operation
and no security knowledge required by user. GSM Phone
encrypts the Information and sent it automatically without
any need for user interaction.
Satellite Phone Encryptor
The Satellite Phone Encryptor is designed to provide
security for Thuraya, Inmarsat and Global star Satellite
communication Satellite Phone Encryption System is a
high-grade hardware based encryption product that is
flexible, diverse, portable and easy-to-use.

Integrated Voice, Fax and Data Encryptor
The Integrated Voice, Fax and Data Encyptor is stand
alone encryption device which provides communication
security for users in the modern government and
business environments, through the use of contemporary
encryption and digital transmission techniques.
VHF/ UHF Digital Encryption Modules
VHF/UHF Digital Encryption module offers the ultimate in
radio communication security Our VHF,UHF Digital
Encryption modules - which easily fit into most makes of
radios - ensure that all communications remain private
and highly confidential. VHF,UHF Digital Encryptor
module is loaded with 256 Bit AES (Advanced Encryption
Standard). Our VHF,UHF Digital Encryption modules which easily fit into most makes of radios - ensure that all
communications remain private and highly confidential.
VHF,UHF Digital Encryptor module is loaded with 256 Bit
AES (Advanced Encryption Standard).
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Electronic Warfare/ Jamming Systems
Briefcase Jammer
The Portable Briefcase jammers are designed to
safeguard VIP, Bomb & Bug disposal squad, AntiTerrorist squad against frequency activated explosives
Cell Phone Jammer
Cell Phone Jammers are capable to provide the ultimate
solution in any area where cellular communications
frequently cause nuisance
GPS Jammer
GPS Jammer is designed to Jam the GPS navigational
system by radiating interference signal. GPS Jammer
radiates barrage radio-jamming
Versatile Jamming Set
Versatile Jamming Set is suitable for a range of
applications and is design to neutralise communication
links and networks used by official
Mobile Jammer
Mobile Jamming system is designed to defend the
operators against explosive devices utilizing an RF
transmitter or radio Frequency
Portable Jammer
The purpose of the Portable jammer are to ensure
protection against radio-controlled bombs.

Manpack Jammer
Manpack jammer is portable bomb jammer built into
backpack configuration, designed for the protection of
vehicles (in columns and individually)
UAV Jammer
UAV Mounted Communication Countermeasure System is a
highly intelligent compact system that provides rapid
scanning interception, analysis, monitoring and jamming
against hostile ground-to-air communication.
Radio Reconnaissance and Jamming Station
Radio Reconnaissance and Jamming Station is state of art
portable Radio Monitoring. The threat from Radio Controlled
Improvised Explosive Devices (RCIED) has increased
because of the wide availability of commercial radio-control
equipment that can easily be adapted as IED triggers.
Cellular Satellite Phone Jammer
Cellular satellite phone jammer is designed to for the
jamming of information, which is intended for the control of
the terrorist and diversionary groups and also of illegal
armed detachments.
Artillery Jammer
Artillery Radio jammers are designed to jam enemy`s
tactical units operating with HF and VHF radios.
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Signal Analysis/ Intelligence
Multi-channel Signal Analysis Station
Multi - Channel Signal Analysis Station is PC-based 4channel Automated Signal Analyser, Demodulator and
Decoder for narrowband signals.
Document Analysis System
Document Analysis System is designed for the document
analysis against defined criteria e.g. number of words in
the text- entities such as places, names, organizations.
Wide Band Recorder
wideband data recorder designed to provide the
recording of wide band as well as direction finding raw
data .
Advance Digital Spectrum analyzer
The Advance Digital Spectrum analyser (ADSA) is a
modem analyser with advanced features, designed for
passive Spectrum analysis and monitoring system
satellite carrier.
DCME Analysis and Monitoring System
DCME Analysis and Monitoring System has been
developed to intercept two DCME terminals operating in
point to point mode. The DCME Monitoring System is
DCME Analysis and Processing System is pure software
application and designed to handle Varity of DCME types
available in the market.

Speech Analysis System
Speech Analysis System designed for speech detection
and language classification in real time Speech
classifiers of Speech Detection & Language
Classification system are based on robust statistical
methodology.
HF/VHF/UHF Digital Tuner
HF/VHF/UHF Digital Tuner is high performance
HF/VHF/UHF Digital Tuner providing frequency coverage
from 100 KHz to 3GHz with 1 Hz tuning resolution. The
tuner can be operated by remote control and has
extensive built in test systems to monitor the health of
the unit.
Voice Analyser
Voice Analyser is a speech analysis system intended for
use in a law enforcement and intelligence agency. The
system is capable of analysing audio files for
Speech/Non-Speech Detection, Language Identification
And Speaker Identification.
VLF/LF/HF Receiver
The VLF/LF/HF Receiver module is a 10 KHz receiver
and covering the frequency range form 110 KHz-30 MHz.
It includes a high performance FR conversion & a
processing and digital demodulation board (DSP)
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Reconnaissance
Remote Surveillance Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (STN 10)
STN 10 is designed for monitoring ground objects from air.
STN 10 can do detection and tracking of buildings and other
objects like transportation means, military equipment, roads,
bridges, individuals or groups of people.
It is capable of doing the monitoring of combat operations,
natural disasters, man-made accidents effects. Monitoring is
performed with unmanned air vehicles (UAV), specially
designed and developed for remote surveillance . STN 10
can be transported with a car, and can be operated by two
men.

Satellite Image Acquisition and Processing
Satellite imaging and remote sensing plays a major role
in Defence and National Security, Infrastructure
Management, Urban Planning, Tourism Industry
Development, Planning of New Highways,
Telecommunication Links, Industrial Planning, Electric
Network Construction Management, Mining, Agriculture,
Crops Growing and Cattle Breeding, Forestry, Fishing
Industry, Weather Forecasting.
We provide top quality, high resolution satellite images,
remote sensing products and consultancy services to its
various government customers to fulfill the satellite
imagery requirement.
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Tactical Surveillance Countermeasure
High Speed TSCM Scanner
The STN-TSCM D8/D11 is an advanced TSCM (Tactical
Surveillance Countermeasure) system. This automated
radio monitoring system designed for Panoramic
(Spectrum) Analysis, Radio Signal Technical Analysis,
Detection, Measurement, Identification and Direction
Finding of new and existing sources of radio frequency
emission.
The STN-TSCM D8/D11 is an advanced TSCM (Tactical
Surveillance Countermeasure) system. This automated
radio monitoring system designed for Panoramic
(Spectrum) Analysis, Radio Signal Technical Analysis,
Detection, Measurement, Identification and Direction
Finding of new and existing sources of radio frequency
emission.

Imaging
UAV Quadcopter
UAV Quadcopter is a small quadrotor helicopter or
quadcopter UAV that can quietly hover in place and point
its powerful camera to people/objects on the ground. The
largest use of UAV Quadcopter has been in the field of
aerial imagery. Capturing aerial imagery with UAV
Quadcopter is as simple as programming GPS
coordinates and hitting the go button.
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Information Warfare, Network Security and Analysis Trainings
Titlas Guard Ltd and Partners in its endeavor for excellence provides specialized training in the field of Network security
and Information Warfare. We has a team of dedicated professionals and infrastructure to conduct this training.
NETWORK SECURITY
NETWORK SECURITY PROFESSIONAL COURSE (5-day)
Target Personnel: Network Server Administrators, System Administrators, Application Developers, IT Security Officers.
Prerequisites: Computer System Foundation, Server Administration and Networking/ Network Administration knowledge
INFORMATION WARFARE
Information Warfare (IW) 5-day Course
Information Warfare is the operation that target or exploit information media in order to win some objectives over an
adversary. It has become an important tool for collection of scientific, economic, infrastructure and defence related
information from intended objects to be exploited during peace and war, with out crossing any territorial limits. This fiveday programme will acquaint the participants with up-to-date techniques of Information Warfare, both Offensive and
Defensive along with hands on exercises.

NETWORK ANALYSIS TRAINING(NAT) SYSTEM STN-5120 NAT
Titlas Guard Ltd and Partners has designed Test and Simulation Modules for various Customers to meet their Operational
Training Requirements. The System has been field-tested and can be customized for each specific requirement to meet
your organization related needs."
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Aviation Security Services

Airport
Titlas Guard Ltd is able to
assist Airports with the
complete security solutions
from the installation of
security and monitoring
equipment to the baggage
and passenger screening
solutions as well as the man
power deployment and
training . Advanced CCTV
surveillance systems to
monitor both inside the
terminal and the outer
perimeters are essential
and advanced analytics
equipment can be deployed
to automatically detect
unattended baggage and
suspicious behaviour

Airline

Passenger

Cargo

The aviation industry is no
longer considered a safe,
non political global
transportation system
moving goods and people
safely from one place to
another .
Airlines require a unique set
of security requirements
from protecting the airfames
on the tarmac to checking
and monitoring passengers,
carrying out cabin security
checks and protecting and
escorting cabin crew during
stop overs. What ever the
requirements Titlas Guard
Ltd is able to assist .

Safety and security whilst
travelling is an important
consideration for any
passenger particularly when
travelling internationally to
new regions.
Passenger security is a top
priority and Titlas Guard Ltd
are able to offer a host of
services to assist
passengers both prior to
and during a trip. Titlas
Guard Ltd can provide a
range of training solutions,
assist with security
planning, risk assessments
and meet and greet
services worldwide.

The ultimate goal with cargo
security is to ensure that
goods are transported
without unlawful
interference and that the
cargo goods themselves
are legal and do not contain
contraband including drugs,
weapons and explosives etc
Cargo security has it own
set of security requirements
and Titlas Guard Ltd are
able to assist with the full
package from training
solutions, the provision of
security equipment to the
operation and management
of cargo security facilities

TITLAS GUARD
SECURITY SOL ULTION
protecting your world

Aviation Security Services
Walk Through Metal Scanners
Walk Through or Archway Metal Scanners provide a simple and effective method of detecting weapons concealed
upon a persons body. Westminster can supply a range of systems
X-Ray Scanning
Within the aviation industry X-Ray scanners have been used successfully for many years. Westminster are able to
supply, install, maintain and operate the full range of X-Ray equipment to suit any application.
Hand Held Scanners
Titlas Guard Ltd are able to supply a range of Hand Held Metal Scanners from simple detectors to high sensitivity
devices for more detailed searches.

Explosive Detectors
One of the major threats to the aviation industry is from terrorists carrying explosive devices on board.
Titlas Guard Ltd can supply a range of portable hand held explosives detector, capable of both vapour and particulate
sampling, which do not use radioactive sources together with desktop analysers.
Stand Off Passive Scanners
A stand off passive security body screener can scan individuals covertly without the use of x-rays and gives security
staff the ability to detect concealed contraband and threats.
Patrol Vehicles
Good airport security requires regular patrols of the facility and perimeter. To be effective a suitable patrol vehicle
should be fully equipped for the requirements. We have the experience with a wide range of vehicle solutions.
Perimeter Security
Perimeters are a security issue for all airports as porous perimeter can lead to smuggling of people, drugs, weapons
and contraband, all which help fund criminal activity and can lead to severe social problems across the globe. With
extensive experience and solutions Titlas Guard Ltd can offer the full solution from consultancy to final construction of
a secure airport perimeter fence. Westminster can supply high security mesh fencing which is difficult to climb and
therefore offers a higher level of protection than other forms of fencing.
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Security Services

Man Guard Security

CCTV & Surveillance

Mobile Patrol Security

CCTV Monitoring

Maritime Security

Intruder Alarm Detection Systems

Bodyguard Protection Services

VIP Security

Private Investigator

Oil Pipe Line Security

Smart Phone Tracker

Bulletproof Secure Room

Religious Facilities Security

Perimeter Security

Retail & Roaming Store Detective
Services

Property Cleaning & Maintenance
Services

